Survey of Use of Facebook in Higher Education Marketing

The study looks closely at how North
American colleges are using both paid
advertising
and
general
Facebook
marketing in attracting new students and
fortifying relationships with alumni. The
study helps its readers to answer questions
such as: how much are colleges spending
on their paid Facebook advertising? How
have colleges felt about their paid
advertising experience on Facebook? How
much staff time do they spend on Facebook
in their college marketing efforts? How do
they view the efficacy of Facebook
compared to alternatives such as YouTube,
Instagram, Twitter and other marketing
venues. What kinds of content are colleges
distributing through their Facebook pages?
How do they evaluate content for
inclusion? How do colleges harmonize
their main Facebook page with other
campus Facebook pages? Just a few of the
reports many findings are that:
The
colleges in the sample estimated that a
mean of about 48% of their Facebook
pages unique visitors came from
individuals that were not currently enrolled
or working at the college. The mean
amount spent by the colleges sampled for
salaries, equipment and other production
costs in developing marketing oriented
videos in the past year for Facebook and
other venues was $61,273 with a minimum
of $2,500 and a maximum of $225,000.
Approximately 43% of colleges sampled
were currently doing paid advertising on
Facebook. Data in the report is broken out
separately for public and private colleges,
by Carnegie class or college type,
enrollment and tuition levels.
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within the . surveys of student engagement studies. But as a result of recent changes at Facebook, higher ed social
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purpose of this research. Results show that the application of social media is largely initiated by .. of social media
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